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Website: https://bhamforwardsteps.co.uk/  Email: BirminghamForwardSteps@bhamcommunity.nhs.uk  

Welcome to the Birmingham Forward Steps 

This month Health Visitor Liz Wray helps curate some successes, anecdotes and feedback from 

Health Visitors across Birmingham. “Compassionate care, friendships, commitment, curiosity, 

courage, wisdom, enthusiasm, dedication, team work and humour. There are so many values to list 

that are quintessential to being a health practitioner. There are so many of us hiding our talents 

under a bushel. Have a cup of coffee and let’s share what we have accomplished…”  - Liz 

Health Visitors - Celebrating Our Successes 

‘A family whom I have been supporting have been experiencing a difficult time of late in terms of 

domestic abuse and middle child being diagnosed with autism and being transitioned into a special 

school. Mom is a nurse and often works nights so she can continue within her role and support her 

family. Often mom returns from a night shift and has to stay awake with the youngest child as she is 

not yet attending any childcare setting. 

 

As time has progressed mom has become more and more tired and struggled to know what she can do 

get some sleep safely knowing her child is being cared for. With my support I was able to help mom 

apply for 30 hours free funding and now her daughter is attending nursery during term time. This has 

enabled mom to get some rest and not have the worry of extra childcare fees at a time when she is 

experiencing financial hardship. Mom texted me to inform me how much better she is feeling and how 

much her daughter is enjoying nursery. Upon reflection although this was a small piece of my day to 

support mom with her application and give direction, I realise how much this one action has made a 

positive impact upon her everyday life in a positive way. This is the reason I love my job and when 

times are difficult, I always have to reflect upon these good news stories!!’ 

 

- Sarah Peach, Health Visitor 

https://bhamforwardsteps.co.uk/
mailto:BirminghamForwardSteps@bhamcommunity.nhs.uk
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Health Visitors - Celebrating Our Successes 

“A few weeks ago, an Assistant Practitioner (AP) had weighed a 12 week old baby at home on the advice of a Health 

Visitor. After the weight check, the AP reported her concerns of the faltering weight gain which had been observed on 

the centile chart. This baby was breast fed supplemented with formula but vomited most of her milk says mother, 

(Some weight loss in the first days after birth is normal and usually relates to body fluid adjustments, this weight loss 

usually stops after about 3 or 4 days of life); However, baby  was 12 weeks old, the weight loss was concerning; The 

parents were very worried and had difficulty contacting their GP.   

 

Being the duty HV, we took a detailed history to assess feeding, sleep patterns, the amount of wet/dirty nappies and 

babies appearance. Without hesitation we informed mother that we had shared our findings with her GP Surgery. The 

baby was blue lighted to hospital; she had been diagnosed with de-hydration.  

“I spoke to a family today who I 

made a referral in January. Father 

is very happy with the 

interventions that I made as his 

daughter has started to 

communicate a little more. Father 

was sorry I was leaving.” 

  

- Janine Tapp, Health Visitor 

If you would like to share your positive Health Visiting stories, please email: Elizabeth.wray@bhamcommunity.nhs.uk  

 

Liz Wray, Health Visitor 

“Last year, my car broke down so I had to make my journey by public transport, thus I 

got to my clients address late; I had apologised but received a very frosty reception. I 

had been trying to complete a developmental assessment on her two children but we 

kept missing each other. Then finally our dairies sync, I was able to complete the 

assessment of the children.  

 

Mum had later offered me a cup of tea; after a chilly start. We began talking and 

laughing with each other. Mother later shared she was expecting again and had asked 

me to be her named Health Visitor. I felt proud that with my skills acquired over the 

years as I was able to turn a negative encounter to a positive experience after we had 

built a rapport with each other.” - J. Peacock, Health Visitor 

Upon discharge from hospital, A feeding plan was initiated by me, followed by weekly weight 

checks. I informed mother that I would observing her feeding; support was given with latching and 

positioning along with bottle feeding. The team and I are so happy to share, that baby is now 20 

week old, gaining weight, smiling and growing out of her clothes; Mum is beaming with pride. The 

parent feedback was very positive as mother wrote, ‘HV advised me the right way so my baby 

gained weight quick ,which she wasn’t doing before; thank you to your team.”  

- Liz Wray, Health Visitor 

mailto:Elizabeth.wray@bhamcommunity.nhs.uk


Speech & Language Worker Makes Big Impact 
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Louisa Lambeth, a new Speech and Language Worker in the Edgbaston district has been 

making a big impact with her enthusiasm and energy. She received some lovely feedback 

from a family she's been working with: 

 

"We are currently working with Louisa and her team who are providing assistance for our 

son Chris' delayed speech. We cannot recommend this service highly enough and have been 

so impressed at the level of support Louisa has offered us. It has been reassuring as parents 

to have the care and help of Louisa who can answer all of our questions and put in place a 

programme to aim to develop Chris' speech. Louisa has been working with the nursery Chris 

attends in order to enhance the level of service they can provide during the Covid pandemic 

which has been great to have everyone working together so well. Thank you for all you have 

done for Chris!  

 

Thanks Louisa, look forward to speak to you soon.” 

To find Children’s Centre’s contact details, visit: https://bhamforwardsteps.co.uk/childrens-centres/  

Louisa Lambeth, Speech & 

Language Worker 

St Paul’s YouTube Video – Virtual Breastfeeding Lounge 
   

In order to keep families well informed during Covid-19, 

children’s centre staff have embraced social media and 

technology to communicate with parents. St Paul’s Community 

Development Trust have been using YouTube to promote their 

many services. Their latest video shows what one of the new 

moms who attends their Virtual Breastfeeding Session had to say 

about how she has benefited from joining the weekly group.  

 

The YouTube video can be found here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PDwrxJyLgag  
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‘Tristan’s Journey – From CASS to BFS and Partners’ 
  

The below case study chronicles some great joint working from the Children's Advice and Support Service (CASS), Family 

Support Workers, Health Visitors, Children’s Centres and Citywide Partners. Names have been changed to preserve anonymity. 
 

‘Tristan had been in the care of his grandmother when a domestic violence incident happened between his grandmother and her 

partner; police were called and it was alleged that Tristan had been assaulted by the partner. Tristen was taken to Birmingham 

Children’s Hospital but, as there were no visible injuries on him and he was not distressed, he was discharged. 

 

The family were allocated a family support worker, Kerrie Clarke, who made contact with Tristan’s mother, Sophie, to explore if 

support was needed. Sophie agreed to an Early Help Assessment plan lead by Kerrie. Initial assessment was able to identify that 

Tristan attends his grandmother’s to allow Sophie some respite. Sophie reports Tristan displays traits of autism and feels he 

needs more support than other children his age. She states Tristan has no language and cannot communicate his needs. 

 

The impact of domestic violence was discussed and Sophie stated it was a one-off incident. The assessment highlighted that 

Sophie needs some support on parenting techniques to make her feel less overwhelmed by Tristan’s behaviours. Sophie was 

very apprehensive about allowing Tristan to attend nursery as she felt that he would not cope in this environment. Benefits of 

nursery were discussed in identifying delays in development and SEN support.  

 

Kerrie made contact with Tristan’s Health Visitor and confirmed that a referral into a Child Development Centre has been sent as 

a result of previous development review. Making contact with the Health Visitor was vital as she was able to give a historical 

account of Tristan’s situation and a more holistic view of his family life. A referral was also submitted to KIDS so they can be 

included in the support plan. Sophie having access to KIDS will provide her with the knowledge on how to address specific 

behaviours that she is struggling with, in order to give her the confidence to implement strategies that will be sustainable and 

effective for Tristan. Tristan will attend GBNFC Children’s Centre who have a language through play worker that can offer 

support. 

 

If Sophie feels more confident in her approach to parenting Tristan, her reliance upon Tristan attending maternal grandmother’s 

will reduce and therefore reduce any possible exposure the domestic violence. Weekly telephone support from the Family 

Support Worker will allow the plan to be adjusted to the needs of the family as they progress and focus on strengths as a way to 

promote changes. GBNFC will offer a 12-week support plan that can be extended to 24 weeks if needed and will work closely 

with Health Visitor, KIDS and the nursery once Tristan starts.’ 

To refer to CASS, phone: 0121 303 1888 or email: CASS@birminghamchildrenstrust.co.uk 

        
 

https://www.kids.org.uk/
http://grendon-billesley-nursery.co.uk/
mailto:CASS@birminghamchildrenstrust.co.uk
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Startwell Workshops & Children's Activity Lesson Plans 
Before COVID-19, Startwell would deliver healthy activity workshops directly to children. Unfortunately at this time, they are 

unable to deliver these workshops but have made a series of videos to engage with children to keep them happy and 

healthy. You can find the videos on their website here. The Startwell website also has lesson plans for workshops they 

deliver. These can be used to deliver the activities in your settings yourselves.  

Startwell are also pleased to announce new training dates for 

May through to August 2021. You can find the flyer with all of 

the details here. The training is now open to ALL Early Years 

practitioners in Birmingham. 

  

To book your place, you can email: 

startwell@bhamcommunity.nhs.uk  

Or call the team on: 0121 683 2303 

 

 

 

Food Help 
 

You or someone you know may struggle with their food bills. There are food memberships schemes  

that provide low cost food, enabling people’s incomes to go further. Details can be found on the ‘Food  

Help’ page on the BFS website.  

 

Information about emergency food resources such as food banks can also be found there. 

Please visit: https://bhamforwardsteps.co.uk/food-help/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

To find other useful links to support families, visit: https://bhamforwardsteps.co.uk/support-for-families/  
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Child safety initiative urges parents staying in to drink 

to ask – Who’s in Charge? 
 

 

A video campaign has been launched 

in response to increasing concerns 

that a growing numbers of babies and 

children are at risk of serious harm 

because of the way some parents and 

carers consume alcohol at home.  
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Queries? Feedback? Would you like a story to be featured in the BFS newsletter? Please contact: Balwant.Dass@bhamcommunity.nhs.uk 

  

Useful Links  

Multi-Language Animations on Vaccinations, 

Test & Trace & Social Distancing 

 
Please find below a link to short, animated messages 

on vaccination, test & trace and social distancing 

produced by the Bahu Trust. They should not become 

irrelevant during different stages of restriction easing 

but will continue to remind people of their 

responsibilities. They are designed to be positive, 

engaging and give people hope.  

 

They have been produced in Urdu, Punjabi, Arabic, 

Bangla and Sylheti. Please feel free to share them 

among your contacts and networks: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzvve0Na9Dqwmf

BqaTtgChQ/videos 

 

  
  

Loan Shark Advice  
 

A loan shark is someone who lends money, they rarely give any 

paperwork and if repayments are missed they often use violence 

and intimidation to get their money back. 

 

Faced with this problem would you or your staff know what to 

do? A national, dedicated team is cracking down on loan sharks 

and would like to tell you more. 

 

The free training will give you more in-depth information about 

what to do (20th May 2-3pm): https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/loan-

sharks-dont-knock-tickets-142506826755  

You can find ‘Who’s in Charge?’ resources and short films via 

the link below. Please feel free to share and promote across 

your networks: 

 

https://www.bhamcommunity.nhs.uk/about-us/news/latest-

news/whos-in-charge-video-campaign/resources/ 
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